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THE IDIOT’S GUIDE TO DRIFTING

This is a no nonsense beginner’s guide for anyone purchasing an oared
driftboat, especially one of ours, that wishes to learn how to drift the incredible
waterways available to only a few. 

Everyone has to start somewhere, and you’re lucky it’s here. This isn’t
really a guide for Do-Dah boatmen (10 years experience), but you should read it
anyway because it is very funny, and will crack you up.

(*NOTE: Reading these instructions is mandatory prior to putting even one
of your toes into any of our boats. Put your ego away, these few pages 

can save your life, no joke).

A RIVER IS

Rivers are alive, with startling beauty so intense that you can easily forget that
they can kill you in an instant. The minute you think you’ve mastered a river is
the moment it will kill you. A river is like a giant that is your best friend, he won’t
mean to kill you, but if you’re just a little stupid around him and get caught
under his heel, he will crush you like a bug. It’s not his fault, it’s yours.

DRIFT BOATING

Floating on moving water is one of the most incredible sensations that is
known. It is truly a living thing. Fast, or slow water, all of it is enjoyable. When
you have your own boat, take your time with it. Get to know it. Look at the tie-
downs holding the driftboat to the trailer, oil them, see how they work, while
you’re still in your own driveway. Look at the trailer release wench.  Get your bow
line attached. Put the boat plug in. Check the tire pressure. Check your turning
and brake lights. A normal check-off list like you’d have for starting your car, or
airplane. 

Why?
Because you’re about to rock and roll on something that can kick your ass in a

heartbeat, and you need every advantage you can get. Only stupid people don’t
check their boat every time. Relax when you get to the boat ramp. It doesn’t
matter if no one else is there, or if there’s a line in front of you, you’re going to
get to float on the river for a few hours. Start enjoying yourself, even if you’re in
a line to get in, it’s all part of it.
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CHOOSING YOUR WATERCRAFT

ALUMINUM DRIFTBOATS

I won’t kid you, I’ve rowed every kind of drift boat. I love them. Just like cars,
there are good ones, and not so good ones. It all depends on what you want to
drive. If your idea is to slide down a pristine river in an armored tank communing
with nature by scaring the hell out of every fish, animal, bird, and occasional
human, then buy yourself an aluminum driftboat. You can crush anything in one
of those. You’ll be heard by every animal within half a mile, as you scrape and
bang into rocks sliding through the riffles. When you walk on the bottom of that
boat it will sound like a gong going off in the water. Don’t drop your beer can or
bobber, the same thing will happen. 

Aluminum driftboats are heavy, period. You need massive and expensive oars
to move the mass weight of an aluminum driftboat,  and they draft three times
lower in the water than a wooden driftboat. *They are incredibly slow to
maneuver in an emergency. If you get six inches of water in the bottom of a
metal boat you are in real danger. Then all you have to do if you can get it to
shore is haul 1,500 pounds of boat and water out on to dry land to try and drain
it. Fun stuff. 

There is another advantage to having a metal driftboat, if you row all day you
won’t be dancing with your partner that evening because your ass will be so tired
it’ll be dragging ten feet behind you, and get stuck in the door.  But the thing you
always hear a metal driftboat driver say is, “And if I get a dent in it I can fix it
with a hammer”. That is true. The difference is I don’t use a hammer to repair my
Porsche, why would I want to use one on my boat.

FIBERGLASS DRIFTBOATS

The second heaviest driftboat money can buy. Fiberglass driftboats are pop
molded plastic boats that share many characteristics with metal. They are loud,
with a very unnatural sound signature when they hit things in the river.
Unfortunately, you can’t pound out dents in a fiberglass driftboat. Like metal drift
boats they take multiple strokes of heavy oars to turn, spin, or stop the boat,
they’re slugs. The structural strengths of this type of boat are questionable,
especially in cold weather. Fiberglass driftboats draft only slightly less deep than
a metal boat. Unlike metal or wood, if you hit something hard enough to fracture,
break, or gouge the upper edge of one of these boats it can never be repaired to
it’s original strength. Bondo won’t make it. Re-wrap it with fiberglass tape and
resin, and it’s still just a plug. Fiberglass driftboats aren’t tanks, or steamrollers
going down the river, they’re like Yugos, a bad idea that doesn’t get any better.
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WOODEN DRIFTBOATS

Depending upon the builder, a wooden driftboat is the Italian sports car of the
river. Sleek, maneuverable, stable, great in the corners, with the greatest
strength to weight ratio of any of these types of watercraft. Wood is a naturally
buoyant material that floats on its own. You can turn, spin, and maneuver a 16
ft. wooden driftboat with one stroke, of one oar. There is no driftboat of any kind
that has as much touch on the water. Most wooden driftboats draft less than half
as much water as the other two types. These are distinct differences. Naturally,
you will hit fewer things in the water if you are floating higher in the river. You
can feel the water through a wooden hull. When you hit something in a wooden
driftboat the sound signature is something all fish and game have heard their
entire lives every time a branch or tree floats down the river. It’s nothing new or
different to them. Wooden driftboats are simply a quieter watercraft.

If it is your desire to use stealth, to stalk in quiet approach for any reason
floating on a river, than any wooden driftboat is superior, period. 

Aluminum, and fiberglass driftboats float in the current, but only a wooden
driftboat has the ability to float on top of the current. You can’t stop a metal
driftboat in current with three full strokes, but in a wooden watercraft one good
backstroke and you’re on top of the current ready to go in any direction, truth.
Try just once to portage a metal or plastic driftboat in low October water for fifty
feet, I don’t need to say anything more about that. 

Fiberglass and aluminum drift boat drivers hit things in the river every single
time they go out. They’re used to it, and come to expect it. To hell with their
gong show hulls, even their oarlocks make noise. 

They will never understand, or know what it is to be silent on the river. 

Only because of the design flaws of their watercraft aluminum and fiberglass,
driftboat drivers will always be less skilled because their watercraft are slower,
less responsive, and far heavier. 

Wooden driftboat drivers understand that not only is it o.k. not to hit crap in
the river, their boats are actually designed to do just that. Our wooden driftboats
are specifically designed to have 90% of the strength of an aluminum watercraft,
at one third the weight.  Not only can you hold in a current without getting a
hernia, wooden driftboats can do half turns down a water stair with short half
strokes, or spin around a house size boulder in the middle of a whitewater run
with one stroke. Because wooden driftboats are lighter, far quicker, and faster,
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that driver’s skill levels will naturally exceed the skill of driver’s of heavier
driftboats. Their technical maneuvering is designed to be superior. Because of
that fact they are the safest boats on the river.  

Our driftboats aren’t made to be rubbed with diapers. We build them to be
bumped, to slide over rocks, with hard, but flexible hulls, easily portaged, so
that they will be safe, quiet, hunters made to give to your grandchildren.

BOAT INSPECTION BEFORE BUYING

ALUMINUM

Check every weld both inside and outside of the watercraft, especially the bow.
Many aluminum drift boats are computer welded, not done by hand. Seams get
missed if the computer is off a micro-inch, or the weld spills over onto the hull
itself. Always check the underside of the watercraft and the weld line between
the keel (bottom of the boat), and the gunwale (side of the boat). Ask how the
boat comes outfitted. What about oars, lines (rope), anchor system? You may be
surprised at how little comes with the boat shell. Make sure a trailer comes with
it. Get ready to open your wallet, wide open.

FIBERGLASS

 Unfortunately, the thicker the gunwale and keel, the better. This also means
that the driftboat will be heavier, slower, and less maneuverable. But you’re
buying it, not me. Check for smoothness in the stern (back of the boat) water
drainage boat plug hole. If it’s rough, or feels furry there is degrading material.
Check the interior and exterior edges of the fiberglass of both the stern, and
bow, especially the keel (bottom) edge of the bow. Ask if it is a single mold hull.
Don’t buy it if it isn’t. Check to make sure that all embedded line (rope)
attachments in the fiberglass hull itself are stable. 

 WOODEN

Ask if it is a staple, or a screwed drift boat. If the boat is not reinforced with at
least a couple of hundred screws, don’t buy it. Staple boats suck. The staple
fasteners do not have a torqued path into the wood, and therefore sometimes
work loose, or break. Ask if it is a kit boat and who the manufacturer is. Don’t
buy that boat either, you have no idea who put it together. You want a wooden
driftboat built by a boatwright, in a shop. Ask what kinds of hardwoods are in the
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construction, and where on the boat. Ask how many screws are in the
construction of the wooden watercraft. If it is less than 500 screws in a twelve
foot boat, don’t buy it. 

If you wish to purchase a wood grained, shellacked driftboat (which I do not
recommend), be aware that you will have to sand and recoat it every two years,
inside and out. Otherwise use your head, and buy a boat that has several coats
of marine grade oil primers, and spar enamel on it. That type of coating seals
into the veneer of the surfaces, ultra-violet rays won’t crack the finish, and the
paint  job will last for years. Don’t buy a wooden drift boat unless it has an
interior deck that you can stand on.

Now, let’s get to the damn river.

ATTACHING THE BOAT TRAILER TO THE CAR

O.k. you’ve already done your driftboat pre-check, so make sure that the tow
ball on the back of your vehicle is the correct size for the boat trailer’s tow ball
cup. Lock down the locking switch on top of the trailer’s cup. Make sure that both
safety chains are attached to your vehicle. Plug in the trailer lighting system.
Make sure by testing the trailer lights that they are indeed working. I’ve seen
more than a few nice boats get crunched because the owner’s were to stupid, or
impatient to check their own trailer’s turning and brake lights. All it takes is once.

YOU’RE AT THE BOAT RAMP

Way before you start to back your rig and trailer down onto the boat ramp,
park it and rig your boat for the drift. Don’t be an officious ass, and rudely load
your boat while you’re on the boat ramp itself. Many people come into a boat
ramp ready to go, and they don’t want to wait on you. Pull in, and park off to the
side. Put in your oarlocks. Put your oars in the oarlocks, and ship the oars. Check
your bow line and make sure that it’s attached securely. Take off the trailer tie-
downs. Rig your anchor line, attach the anchor, and place the anchor in the stern
(back) of the driftboat. Trust me here. 

If you are alone, put all heavy gear in the bow (front area of the boat) so that
it will balance the driftboat as much as it can. If you have one, or two passengers
they go in front, and the gear goes in the stern of the boat. Arrange gear in the
drift boat so that you can easily get to it when you’re on the water. Load all your
bait, beer, lunch, whatever. 

Last, and this is a big one, people just forget,

MAKE SURE TO PUT THE BOAT PLUG IN. 
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Now you’re ready for the next step.

LAUNCHING YOUR DRIFTBOAT

You’re in line to put your boat into the water, you’re next. You know your boat
plug is in. Put on the emergency brake, step out of you vehicle and go to the
trailer, and unplug the trailer lights. This simple act will insure that you don’t short
out any lighting package, submersible or not, and have to replace them. Check
again to see that the tie-downs have been removed and stored. Check again that
the bowline is securely attached to the bow of the driftboat. If you are launching
the boat yourself, without anyone else’s help, tie the opposite end of the bowline
to the rear of the trailer. Trust me here people, I’m saving you extreme boat
ramp humiliation.

 
You’re backing your trailered driftboat slowly down the boat ramp until the

stern (back) of the boat is either three feet in the water, or just over the water.
Now here comes a very important part of not looking like a total idiot at the boat
ramp. You have stopped your driftboat three feet into the water, and you’re
about to release it into the river. Before you ever, and I mean ever get out of
your vehicle, 

put on the emergency brake.

I do not know how many times I have seen people not put the emergency
brake on, have their transmission slip or their clutch fail, and watch their entire
rig, vehicle and trailer back slowly, ever so slowly into the river. There are always
people around the boat ramp. People fishing, waiting to load, or unload the
boats, and the looks on their faces says it all. Most of the time they don’t laugh,
they just look at you as if you are the most stupid moron on the planet. Always,
always 

put on the emergency brake before you exit the vehicle.     

Next, your emergency brake is on, and your rig is stopped. Before you release
the trailer winch rope from the driftboat and gently push and rock your driftboat
into the water, make absolutely sure the bowline is attached to the driftboat . If
you are alone make sure you attach the other end of the bowline to the back of
the trailer. I have seen more than a few times some boat stud launch their boat
into the river forgetting to attach the bowline, and watch their boat drift slowly,
serenely down the river as they either run along the bank screaming at their
empty boat, or dive into winter water and freeze their ass (among other things)
off. Unlike backing your rig into the water without a boat plug, people laugh their
asses off if they see you do this. People look at you and only sometimes don’t
say, “Whoa, there goes a pro”. 

Always, always attach your bowline. 
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So you’ve attached your bowline and are holding at least 3 feet of the other end
in your hand. Now gently rock, and move your boat off the trailer, and into the
water. Move it over to the side of the boat ramp, and either tie it off to something
stable, or haul three feet of it up onto the bank. Only then go back to your
vehicle, release the emergency brake, drive your rig off of the ramp, and park it. 

PUTTING OUT INTO THE RIVER

For novice boatmen this always seems difficult for some reason, so we’re going
to go slow here. Lift and push your driftboat out into the river until the bow is
just resting (12 inches) on the bank.  Tilt the stern (back of the boat)  up river so
that the driftboat is slanting into the bank. If you are with two or more people,
the driver always gets in first. Make sure both of your hands are free, and get a
good hold on the railings of the driftboat. Step into the middle of the driftboat, and
slowly move to the driver’s seat using your hands to grab onto parts of the
driftboat for stability. After the driver is seated, the passenger will untie the
bowline, coil it, and place it inside the boat where they won’t step on it when
they’re getting in. Slowly, the passenger steps into the driftboat. Chances are
that with the weight of the passenger the boat hasn’t moved, don’t worry that’s
o.k. Once both of you are seated, the driver should lower (never throw your
anchor out of the boat) the anchor out of the boat. The driver needs to tighten
the anchor line so that the anchor is at the top of the anchor systems brace.
Many times just that movement will free the driftboat, and you will be afloat. If
not, un-ship  one of the oars, and remove it from your oarlock, place it (don’t
jam it) into the bank and at the same time you gradually increase the pushing
pressure, both you and the passenger should “lean back” towards the stern
(back) of the boat. If you are afloat, smoothly place the oar back into the
oarlock, unship the oars so that the handles are available to the driver. If you
aren’t afloat by this time, ask somebody on shore to give you a push off. So by
whatever means you’re afloat. Back your driftboat stern first out onto the river
with your bow facing downstream. Back row a couple of pulls of the oars, and
move out into the current of the river. 

Get ready for one of the best experiences of your life.

BOAT TALK

STARBOARD
The right hand side of the boat.

PORT
The left hand side of the boat.

BOW
The front of the boat.

STERN
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The rear of the boat.
LEAN 

Either right (starboard), or left (port), usually with vigor (hard), and is said so
that you can make a turn, miss a rock, or dislodge the driftboat. 

ROCK
Said softly is to inform anyone else in the driftboat that you may  be hitting a

rock, or sliding over a few in a riffle. Fro the passenger, it is a caution that there
may be rock that the driver can not see. 

“ROCK”
Said loudly with usually a pointing of the finger to either side means you’re

going to crunch the boat violently, usually on a rock. *Suggestion: back row
quickly.

BACK ROW
To row the driftboat against the current. 

FRONT ROW
To row with the current, or faster than the current.

FISH ON
It means that either you, or the passenger has a fish on the line.

“FISH ON”
Usually said by the driver to an idiot driver of another boat coming down river

past you while you have a fish on the line that you’re trying to bring in. 
LEAN BACK

Telling the passenger to lean back so that the bow of the boat will lift, usually
done in the act of beaching the driftboat, or putting out into the river.

ROCK IT
Rocking the boat from side to side because you are high centered on a rock or

snag just under the water in low water, or fall conditions. 
TIE IT OFF

Informing the passenger to get the hell out of the driftboat, and tie the
bowline onto something on shore.

READING THE WATER

This is a learned experience. On the same piece of river during separate times
of the year, water conditions, and water volumes change. High water is faster,
low water is slower. Spring water no matter your experience is far more
dangerous than mid-summer or fall water. 

The most important factor in any kind of water is your experience ability
level with your own driftboat. Do not be stupid, macho, or tired. Remember, you
can always portage your watercraft.  Whitewater is very fast water, usually with
big ass rocks underneath it, and especially if there is a rolling hill look to the
water. If from the bottom of the swell the water is taller than your head in the
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driftboat, go around it, or portage by it.

If you are on any river for the first time, and come to a series of riffles, or
whitewater that you don’t know personally, back row,  beach your driftboat, and
go on foot to look at that section of river you are going to traverse. A little extra
shoe leather has saved many a life.

The path of least resistance is always in the slowest water. As your skill
level rises with the use of your own driftboat you may decide to try bigger
whitewater. Do this without anyone else in the watercraft. Don’t let your pride get
in the way of living, or especially anyone else from living. “Discretion with
Caution” is intelligent, and can keep you alive.  In faster water Do-Dah boatmen
will leave their oars just slightly in the water, or back row gently against the
current to be able to maneuver the driftboat in any direction, at an instant. 

Reading the water correctly can help you not die, truth. Listen to the water,
yeah, with your god-damned ears. The speed and volume of the water makes a
definite sound, and can be heard. Use each, and every clue the river gives you.
The louder the piece of river, usually the faster it is moving. Currents in a river
vary with the conditions of the water. The current of the river is almost always
faster on the surface, than along it’s bottom. The bottom of the river, and what
that river bed is constructed of is very important, and often determines the
general, and seasonal speeds of that river, and therefore the current. Lava
bottom rivers, with long stretches of sheets of smooth bottom rock are often
much faster than gravel bottomed, or delta rivers. 

“  KNOW THE RIVER YOU’RE ON“.   

Clarity of water is also important. The muddier it is, often the faster the water
is. The weather can be beautiful in the section of the river you put into that
morning. The water can be low and clear. Five miles upstream on the river you
just put into there could have been a downpour, and all of that water is headed
downstream right towards your ass. If the clarity of the piece of river you’re
floating starts to cloud, it could be a fast float. 

BE AWARE!

Tributaries can also have downpours, so as you float past them try to notice
any color change in the water. Also look for water level changes in the river as
you pass streams and creeks. Levels of the river can change even if the water
clarity is constant.

Looking at the banks of the river can also tell you where the most recent water
level has been. No leaves for any space up the bank from the current water level
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as you drift by means the water level has recently dropped, and should be a bit
slower than it was. If there are leaves right down to the river’s water level this
means that either the water level is rising, or that it hasn’t dropped. 

POSITIONING YOUR DRIFTBOAT

Positioning your driftboat is the most important factor in running a river. It is
where all mistakes in running fast water, or any water is made. Truth. Always sit
well back in the soft water prior to running any riffles or whitewater, so that you
can read them. Is it a straight run, are there rocks showing in the river, are there
steep banks, is the water deep or shallow, do trees or brush come out of, or over
the water, are there boils, is there slack water that you can pause in during your
run, does the water turn around a bend, does the current drive you towards one
bank or the other, are there other driftboats already in the run?

Set up your run while you are still in the soft water above the riffles or
whitewater you’re setting up to run. Stage, by stage in the river, as far as you
can see down the river, visualize your path through the whitewater. 

Remember, try to stay in the middle of the river, if it let’s you.  Slow your back
rowing, and slide into the run of the river. Keep your oars in the water, and be
prepared to pull like hell on the oars in any direction very quickly.

Mostly, I try to do as little rowing as possible, but you have to be ready.
Remember to breath, this is very important. More oxygen to the brain, you’ll see
things much more clearly, your muscles fill with blood, you can feel the water
with the boat, enjoy this because this is what it is all about. 

And then you’re in it.

RUNNING AND BUMPING

You will develop your own style of how you hold your driftboat in the river. You
will develop a stronger side. If you aren’t directly parallel to the banks of the
river, you will cant the driftboat to one side or the other, depending on the
current, and water conditions. This is natural, and you should pick, and know
that side. 

If I have to bump into something I try to hit it pretty much straight on, or
shade it to my starboard (right) side. If I have to slide by a rock, or a snag in the
middle of the river, and I know I’m going to hit it, I try to rub it down my
starboard (right) side. As this obstacle passes the starboard bow, I kick my
starboard rowing hand forward over the interior of the driftboat to get the blade
of the oar as close to the gunwale (side) of the driftboat as you can. 
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There is a reason for this, a good reason.

Many times I have seen a forward sitting oar hit a rock in the water, if it
doesn’t break the oar, it throws the driftboat violently sideways in the current.
That’s nothing you want to do. If you actually have to crunch into something
because you’ve been a stupid moron, try to go straight into it using the bow of
the drift boat as your contact point while you’re back rowing like crazy. Crunching
into things in mid-river is novice behavior, it’s not cool, and it’s dangerous. Don’t
do it in our driftboats.

All wooden drift boats are highly maneuverable, and are sensitive to any
direction change no matter the magnitude. Be aware of your driftboat in fast
water. Don’t just watch the water. Feel your watercraft in the water also. Small
directional changes with the oars are all you usually need in fast water if you
have positioned, and read the water correctly. If not, you’re on your own and
crunching sometimes comes into the picture. Don’t do that. If you actually hit
something really hard, check your watercraft in the next soft water where you
can land your boat, and take a look. 

DRIFTING AROUND THE BEND

So you’re coming into a bend, corner, or pin turn in the river, and the current
of the water is pulling you towards one bank or the other. Point the bow (front)
of the driftboat at the bank of the river the water is pulling towards. Back row
softly, or with greater force, and try to keep yourself in the middle of the river, or
stay at least in safe water. Starting into a turn like that you should position the
driftboat as far from the current pulling you towards the bank as you can, and
remain floating freely. Setting up position for a turn like this is vital. Use your
head about it.

RIFFLES

Dropping from one hole to another in a series of pools is great fun, and is
technical rowing that is precise, crisp, and can go from one side of the river to
the other, very quickly. There is a rhythm to it. You drop into the top of the hole
(usually the deepest section), and float to the tail of the hole. The depth of the
water shallows, and the current of the water picks up speed. Water starts to roll,
and there is small whitewater.  You’re in the riffles. Larger rolls, and bigger
whitewater says there are rock you should stay away from. Be quick and precise
with your oars. Keep the oars in the water as much as possible. If you have a
passenger, make them look out, and have them make hand signals towards any
showing rocks. But when it comes down to it, you’re the driver and are
responsible for where the driftboat goes, and what you bump into. 
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Quick parking in the run of the riffles can be done with wooden driftboats by
pulling in behind large boulders, on top of soft boils, or in back eddies. The
ability to do a quick stop to right the watercraft, point it where you want to go,
and take off, all in rhythm is something that can be crucial in running riffles.
Remember, you can row forward too. Many times rowing faster than the current
can get you out of trouble also. Read the water. Riffles are exciting, and the
second most dangerous part of the river.

It’s where rapids breed.

RAPIDS

Don’t go there.

BEACHING

You’re gliding down the river and you want to stop for lunch, fish a nice hole,
or take a pee. Beaching a driftboat can be a breeze, or as difficult as you want to
make it, it all depends where you want to stop. Choose the best spot possible, a
gradual grassy slope into the water is the best, but not bloody likely. Head
toward whatever landing you’ve choosen, you should be in a backwater, or at
least some kind of eddy, no matter if you are beaching on a gravel bar, or a rock
bank. Whichever end of the watercraft you are going to beach have  the bowline,
or stern line ready, and attached to the boat. Let’s say you’re headed in bow first,
come in at a medium speed and at the point of contact with the bank call, “LEAN
BACK” which will lift the bow of the driftboat, and make contact with the shore.
Immediately tell the passenger to, “TIE IT OFF”. 

This is important, always, always exit the drift boat on the up river side of the
watercraft. It may be funnier than hell watching a boat drift over someone’s ass
because they’ve been stupid enough to get out on the down river side of the
driftboat, and they pull it over the top of them, but on the other hand it can kill
them, or at least break something. Think about it.

KNOWING YOUR DRIFTBOAT

The first couple of times that you take your driftboat out experiment with it in
soft water. Test its, and your own reactions in the boat. Relax. Spin it with one
oar, then spin it with two. Stop in mid-spin. Test the oars by pulling hard, and
then see how little you need to use the oars to move the drift boat slightly. In
faster non-riffle water spin the boat in 360’s both ways to get a feel of rotation in
the current. Stop in mid-spin in the faster current, and quickly choose another
direction to move in. Row forward down the river, and across the current. Test
your ability to hold the driftboat in the current, and to stop the boat. All of these
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actions repeated in slow, soft water will elevate your rowing skills, timing, and
rhythm at times that you will really need them. The more you know your
driftboat, the more you can coexist with the river.

Know your limitations.

LOADING YOUR DRIFTBOAT

You’ve finished your drift for the day and have pulled in next to the boat ramp,
gotten out on the up river side, and tied your boat off. 

Great day huh? Take a few moments to appreciate it. 

Now, go up and grab your rig, and back it down the boat ramp until the tires
on your trailer are half way in the water. Before you get out of your vehicle,

 put on the emergency brake. 

Many driftboat trailers have rollers, with just as many having skids. The rollers
are easier for getting your boat on and off the trailer, with the skids being far
better for transport. It’s really a toss up, but for my money I like skids a little
better. You flip over the trailer’s boat winch and pull out the length (10 ft.) of
winch rope. Here’s a clue, most boat winches are pretty flimsy. You might be able
to winch up the driftboat for years, no problem. Then one day the winch breaks.
My suggestion for loading is to grab the bowline of your driftboat and work the
boat almost all the way onto the trailer. You should try to get your driftboat
centered amid ships over the axel. The boat should also be centered so that the
bottom of the driftboat is equal distances on both sides of the trailer from the
fenders, or wheels. 

Attach the winch rope to the bow eye, and tighten your trailer winch. Take out
your boat plug so that the watercraft can drain if needed. Get back in your
vehicle, take the emergency brake off, and slowly drive your vehicle up the ramp,
and over to the loading area. Center the boat again, and put the tie-down straps
back on, and tighten them. Center the bottom of the bow over the trailer, and
tighten the trailer winch. *Plug in your lighting system, and check your lights.
Unload the driftboat and store all the rest out of the wind of driving down the
road.

 
*Re-check your tie-ons, tighten the rear first, tighten the winch rope, and then

the front tie-on. Center the bow once more, and you’re
 about ready to go except for your last walk around drift boat and trailer.

Go home, it’s that easy.
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THE OTHER PART OF IT

Most people don’t know anything about rivers except driving over them on the
freeway. 99% of the nation never even get an opportunity to float on a river in
their lifetime. This is truly sad. There is so much stress in modern life, and many
of us have no ability or way of dealing with that stress effectively. 

Water is the source.

I have seen people with the most intense jobs, professions, and lives step into
one of our drift boats as very hard, busy, stressed people. I have seen them in
the face of the real wonders of nature, rivers, and lakes finally take a deep
breath for the first time in years. I have also seen them step out of one of our
driftboats as humans with a bit more balance, maybe for the first time in their
lives. 

There is nothing I can tell you about the beauty you will experience drifting on
our waterways. There are no words.

I can only offer you this; there are all the other reasons for owning a driftboat,
but if you have incredible stress in your life, and floating in one of our driftboats
not only alleviates that stress totally, but affects you spiritually,

that’s why we make them.

SPECIAL NOTE:

For all of you who don’t think about what it really means when you take a boat
out onto a river. For all of you with far to much ego for your own good. For all of
you with to much macho, and not enough brains, 

I’ve heard it before.

Oh how I’ve heard it before so many times from novice driftboat owners, or
those that are all mouth, and think that there’s nothing to it. You people say
things like, “Yeah, I used to paddle a canoe as a kid, and I went on a guided
fishing trip last year. It was easy”. People like that scare the hell out of me, they
drown a lot of the time too. If you can’t realize that floating a river, any river in a
driftboat safely will take the skill of a race car driver, or fighter pilot, and that you
need to learn how to do that, then pop a beer, sit down in your living room, and
watch it on t.v.
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